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Early American Motorcycles

California Motor Bicycle  1902
California Motor Company, Inc.
San Francisco
Courtesy of Dave Scoffone
L2020.2301.001

Curtiss Double Cylinder  1907
G.H. Curtiss Manufacturing Company
Hammondsport, New York
Courtesy of Wes Allen
L2020.2302.003

Harley-Davidson Model 11-F, "Effie"  1915
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Courtesy of Pat and Cris Simmons
L2020.2304.001

Jefferson twin-cylinder racer  1914
Waverly Manufacturing Company
Jefferson, Wisconsin
Courtesy of Chris Carter
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Flying Merkel twin-cylinder racer  1912
The Miami Cycle & Manufacturing Company
Middletown, Ohio
Courtesy of Dave Scoffone
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Pierce Four Cylinder  1911
The Pierce Cycle Company
Buffalo, New York
Courtesy of Wes Allen
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